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ABSTRACT
Research projects, specially in the computer science domain, have consistently provided outputs as open source products or updates to long-standing open source projects. This occurs due to the shared openness nature of both research and open source, that enables re-use by the community spanning new developments in both research and open source products. But when an open source project serves a community and a real-world problem, the impetuousity of research can clash with the inertia of real-world application. Nevertheless, research projects can bring the much needed innovation to open source projects, and open source projects can bring the much needed route to market that research funders look for the outputs of the research they fund, ensuring the budget spent in research actually reaches the community and improves the world.

This paper presents an analysis of this dynamic with a case study about RODA, an open source repository for digital preservation, used in memory institutions such as archives, and two research projects, SCAPE, focused on digital preservation scalable services, and E-ARK, focused on standardization of information packages, integration with real-world applications, and database preservation.

The paper further tries to identify good practices for using existing open source projects in research and assure that research outputs are further carried into main versions of open source projects and find their way to the final user.
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H.3.7 [Information Systems]: Information Storage and Retrieval—Digital Libraries
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1. INTRODUCTION
RODA is an open source digital repository specially designed for archives, with long-term preservation and authenticity as its primary objectives. Created in 2006 on a 2 year project lead by the Portuguese National Archives in partnership with the University of Minho, it would later lead to the creation of the KEEP SOLUTIONS company which up to now continues to develop RODA, foster its open source community, and provide commercial services for maintenance, support and on-demand feature development.

SCAPE was a co-funded project by the European Commission under the Seventh Framework Programme. It ran from 2011 up to 2014 and aimed to develop scalable services for planning and execution of institutional preservation strategies on an open source platform that orchestrates semi-automated workflows for large-scale, heterogeneous collections of complex digital objects.

E-ARK is an ongoing project co-funded by the European Commission under the Competitiveness and Innovation Framework Programme. It will run from 2014 to 2017 and it aims to develop a pan-European methodology for electronic document archiving, synthesising existing national and international best practices, that will keep records and databases authentic and usable over time.

This paper provides an overview of how research projects, namely SCAPE and E-ARK, were included in the RODA project, how their results were incorporated in the main features, how the roadmap is aligned with future developments, and how the output of research reaches the end users.

2. RODA
RODA is a complete digital repository system that provides functionality for all of the main units that compose the OAIS reference model. RODA fully implements an Ingest workflow that validates SIPs and migrates digital objects to preservation friendly formats, and provides Access by delivering different ways to search and navigate over available data as well as visualising and downloading stored digital material. Data Management functionalities allow archivists

1 http://www.roda-community.org
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Preservation Planning process, which can be as simple as in place. These actions are defined and monitored by a accessible and understandable to its Consumers must be put that the information available in the repository keeps ac-
After ingest, OAIS recommends that actions for ensuring information Packages are in place, being them recommendations and preservation plans to ensure that the information stored in the OAIS remains accessible to, and understandable by, and sufficiently usable by, the Designated Community over the Long Term, even if the original computing environment becomes obsolete [1]. This process can be done by the repository manager, periodically, in a manual or semi-automated fashion. But as the information in the repository grows and becomes more diverse, manually monitoring all risks that might afflict file formats and plan the proper action to perform can become infeasible. Automation of some of the steps in preservation planning becomes, therefore, crucial to maintain a trustworthy repository and the authenticity of the curated digital objects.

These are just some of the constraints observed on the RODA implementation before the research projects and that were an object of research on the same projects. On the next sections the research project results will be presented and the process of integration of these research results into the open source project will be described.

3. RESEARCH INITIATIVES & RESULTS
In the SCAPE project, RODA was used as a reference implementation by integrating with Scout\textsuperscript{6}, the preservation planning tool, and Taverna\textsuperscript{7}, a domain independent workflow management system used to run preservation tasks. These integrations allow RODA to enact a preservation lifecycle, that continuously monitors the existence of preservation risks on the content, devises a preservation plan to mitigate them, executes the plan transforming the content, and monitors back again to verify if the problems were solved.

3.1 Scout
Scout, a preservation monitoring tool, supports the scalable preservation planning process by implementing an automated service for collecting and analysing information on the preservation environment [6].

Scout works by configuring source adapters, that obtain and normalize information from different sources in order to save that information in a knowledge base. Those sources, as illustrated in Figure 2, can be content (e.g. file-system usage), organization policies, format and tool registries, the Web (e.g. using Natural Language Processing to extract knowledge from websites), and even human knowledge. In conjunction with the information collected, Scout allows the
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creation of queries, a mechanism to allow reasoning in the information gathered to detect changes. On top of the queries, triggers (a watch condition) can be created to periodically evaluate them. And when that condition is not met, Scout allows, for example, an e-mail notification. Upon notification additional actions like Preservation Planning can be initiated.

Scout is currently integrated with RODA, and to perform this integration changes had to be made in order to be able to configure Scout to monitor the several aspects of the repository. RODA already exposes APIs to allow integration with others systems, but not always those APIs expose the information required for all purposes. In RODA particular case, we wanted to monitor both the content (i.e. files) as well as repository events (e.g. ingest finished). To make this integration possible, the following features were needed:

- Report API\(^8\): OAI-PMH [7] interface that exposes repository events information like ingest started, ingest finished, etc.
- FITS plug-in: RODA plug-in responsible for doing characterization on every file stored in RODA using FITS tool\(^9\).

The first one is directly integrable with Scout (using source adaptor for repository Report API), whereas the second one needs an extra tool: C3PO - Clever, Crafty, Content Profiling of Objects\(^10\), which analyses the technical properties of large sets of objects based on metadata generated by characterisation tools such as FITS and Apache Tika\(^11\) and provides aggregated information of those technical properties (e.g. file size, MIME type, compression scheme). The FITS plug-in output is fed into C3PO which in its turn is configured in Scout to be a source of information (using source adapter for C3PO).

By formalizing in Scout a set of conditions that must be met in order to state that no preservations risks exist, the mandatory responsibility of an OAIS compliant repository of “Follow documented policies and procedures which ensure that the information is preserved against all reasonable contingencies” [1] is addressed.

3.2 Plato
Plato, a preservation planning tool, implements a well documented and validated preservation planning methodology and integrates registries and services for preservation action and characterisation [2, 10].

Plato provides a Web interface that allows preservation plans to be built interactively, guiding the planner through a well defined decision making process:

1. Definition of high-level requirements and break down to measurable criteria thus creating an objective tree;
2. Evaluation of potential preservation strategies by applying selected tools to a manageable sub-set of objects that should cover the essential characteristics of the collection being analysed;
3. Analysis of the results and decision taking of whether any of the strategies should be applied, and if affirmative, an executable preservation plan can also be created.

At the very end of the process of creating a preservation plan, the output is the plan in the form of an XML file.

To deploy the plan into RODA, a service named Plan Management API\(^12\) was developed, which allows the creation, retrieval, update and deletion of Preservation Plans from the repository. Alongside with CRUD\(^13\) operations, it also allows search using SRU [14] as the search protocol and CQL [11] as the syntax for representing the queries. Also, for management purposes, this API allows the monitoring of Preservation Plans in the repository (i.e. if they are active, if they are being executed in a certain moment in time, if they executed with success, etc.).

As soon as a plan is deployed into RODA, a unique identifier is associated to that particular plan. This way, when a plan is executed and changes are performed in an intellectual entity, RODA is able to relate each other. It does that by creating a PREMIS [9] event (per intellectual entity) that connects, for preservation purposes, a plan and the representation files of that intellectual entity. This way, when browsing the preservation timeline of a particular intellectual entity in RODA, if any preservation event was created due to preservation actions executed on the context of a preservation plan, this plan can be immediately consulted, describing why the action was executed and detailing all the decision-making process for selecting the exact action that was executed, including the tested alternatives, used samples, experiment results, final decision and execution details.

---
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Having RODA already the capability of performing preservation tasks (through Preservation actions), adding an external tool with given proofs on building preservation plans that formally describe requirements, analyses alternative solutions to mitigate preservation risks and allows well-founded decision, allows RODA to support even more of the digital preservation processes defined on the OAIS and ISO 16363 [5] as mandatory for digital preservation and repository trustworthiness.

3.3 Taverna

Taverna is a domain independent workflow management system, i.e. a suite of tools used to design and execute scientific workflows [16]. It includes Taverna Engine (used for enacting workflows) that powers both Taverna Workbench (the desktop client application) and Taverna Server (which executes remote workflows). Taverna is also available as a Command Line Tool for faster execution of workflows from a terminal without the overhead of a GUI.

Using Taverna Workbench, one can interactively create workflows. A workflow is defined as “the automation of a business process, in whole or part, during which documents, information or tasks are passed from one participant to another for action, according to a set of procedural rules”\(^\text{14}\). In practice, and in Taverna’s particular case, it can be seen as the way to describe, manage, and share complex scientific analyses. This can be achieved by combining several components called Services, either sequentially or in parallel, that can be of several types such as:

- Web services (local or remote in either REST or WSDL format);
- Local scripts (Bash scripts, R scripts);
- Beanshell (Java code snippets);
- Local services (pre-defined Beanshells for specific tasks such as file/XML/text manipulation, database connectivity through JDBC, etc.);
- Sub-workflows.

After finishing the workflow design, it can be run immediately in Taverna Workbench as well as in Taverna Server or Taverna Command-line.

As RODA originally does not provide functionalities for managing and running Preservation Plans (available in the repository), which in this case contain Taverna workflows, changes had to be made. This way, two new APIs were created:

- Data Connector - REST API for manipulating intellectual entities and associated representations in the repository;
- Plan Management - REST API to retrieve available preservation plans from the repository, to manage their state (enable/disable) and the status of a particular execution (being executed, execution successful or execution failed).

Having mechanism to manipulate data in the repository as well as to manage preservation plans is not enough as a mechanism is needed to process the preservation plan and run it in Taverna Suite. For this, a tool called Plan Management Webapp was created. Besides managing preservation plans available at the repository (creation, edition and deletion), it allows to execute a preservation plan.

When executing a preservation plan, the Plan Management Webapp retrieves the entire plan from the repository (as initially only metadata is retrieved for listing purposes), sets the execution status to "being executed", identifies the objects that must be changed and retrieves them from the repository. Then, it isolates the executable plan (i.e. Taverna workflow), executes it in Taverna Suite providing appropriated objects as input and collects the results. Then, if everything goes as expected and if those results need to be sent back to the repository, it does so by using the Data Connector API. Also, to wrap up, it sets that plan execution status to either "success" or "failure".

On the one hand, having two new APIs makes it easier to integrate RODA with third-party tools/systems. On the other hand, having the possibility of running preservation tasks with Taverna workflows (which are tightly connected to a Preservation Plan) increases compliance to ISO 16363 as it better fulfills the Preservation Planning requirements.

A report on the compliance of the system presented above, named SCAPE Preservation and Watch Suite or SCAPE Preservation Environment, that brings together RODA, Scout, Plato and Taverna, with ISO 16363, assessed solely from a software technology perspective (ignoring therefore organizational, financial or physical infrastructure requirements), show that 69 of the requirements are fully supported, 2 are partially supported, 6 are not supported, and 31 are out of scope (ignored) [4]. Almost all of the requirements are supported solely by this software suite, and the rest can be supported by manual procedures, which is a vast improvement from previous versions.

4. FUTURE RESEARCH

RODA is used on a pilot of the E-ARK project, which will develop a total of six different pilots. This full scale pilot will be conducted jointly with the Portuguese Agency for Public Services Reform (AMA)\(^\text{15}\) and the Instituto Superior Técnico\(^\text{16}\) as RODA will be the long-term archival solution and these two entities the data providers.

One of the goals is to support a pan-European SIP format which will make it easier to create Information Packages to be transferred and ingested into archives in a way that is efficient, reliable and applicable across all European countries. Another goal is to enhance RODA ingest process, to be more flexible and customizable, thus making it easier to integrate with third-party systems without the need of human intervention, making the system more scalable.

The pilot will demonstrate that the pan-European SIP structure designed in E-ARK is adequate to support the con-
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tent types currently supported by RODA (i.e. relational databases, text documents, video, audio and images) and, provide a framework for automatic SIP creation by Document Management Systems.

This project will also focus on access to the content, specially complex content such as relational databases, finding scalable methods to provide access to archived databases and also providing methods to allow an advanced analysis and reuse of database content by using, for example, data warehousing and OLAP technologies [3].

5. ROUTE TO MARKET
As any open source project, RODA has its source code freely available. Also, as it is a good practice in software development, RODA source code is versioned. RODA uses Git [15] as a versioning system, and publishes its source code on its main repository,\(^\text{17}\) in GitHub.

When a research project starts, a fork [8] of the main source code repository is created enabling a separated trend of developments to be carried out. Then, in the end of a particular project, all developments made are analyzed in order to decide which ones should be integrated with the next official version. This analysis needs to be done as not all of the developments may be widely applicable and therefore may not be suitable for a broader audience or might have a severe impact on other features previously developed by the community.

All development trends, main and alternative ones created for the research projects, are published in GitHub and available for the community to try and develop upon them. But only the main version is continuously maintained by the core developers and used as a base for new research projects. This ensures that the development work is focused and the project doesn’t become too fragmented to be maintained.

On the research initiatives and results presented in section 3, that mainly relate to the SCAPE project, Scout, Plato and Taverna are services external to RODA that integrate with it using 3 APIs and one plug-in. These APIs were developed to be repository system independent, and some of them are implemented for other repository systems.\(^\text{18}\) The APIs themselves were developed to follow standards (like OAI-PMH, PREMIS, Dublin Core, METS), to be flexible (i.e. minimal mandatory information) and to have the least possible impact on the underlying data models. All of these characteristics allowed for the APIs to be merged into the main source code and shipped on the next version of RODA. On the plug-in, a software logic that was deemed necessary to be added to RODA itself, the fact that it was implemented as a plug-in, i.e. a modular and contained software component that adds a specific feature, allows it to be easily merged and shipped with the next version.

The future research presented in section 4, that mainly relates to the E-ARK project, describes future developments that have a much deeper impact on RODA data model and business logic. A change of the SIP format might introduce information restrictions or flexibility that can have an impact on how ingest is done and what information can, or must, be kept on the system, introducing changes on the data model. This is an accepted risk on the capability to merge these changes into the main source code, bringing the results of the project to the users. The risk is mitigated by aligning the objectives of the research project with the roadmap of the open source project itself, assuring that the deep changes are profitable for the whole community, and testing the changes with real world cases, keeping in close contact with the target community. The latter is given by the nature of the E-ARK project, that is funded by a competitiveness and innovation framework programme, which shapes the project objectives not in “blue sky” research, but in the creation of a favourable ecosystem and market growth.

This is materialized in the E-ARK project by the focus on pilots, that drive and test the developments on real world cases, integrating the systems with reference institutions in the European context, ensuring the alignment with the community and testing in real-world scenarios.

6. CONCLUSIONS
RODA is a complete digital repository that delivers functionality for all the main units of the OAIS reference model. Even so, and as any software that wants to be successful, it needs to be open for further improvements. Those improvements can be triggered by its own community needs as well as for changes in the Digital Preservation community, which need to be continuously monitored in order to keep RODA up-to-date with the best practices of this field. Being RODA based on open source technologies and well established standards such as METS \cite{13}, EAD \cite{12} and PREMIS, makes it easier to improve. This is shown by the improvements made in the SCAPE project as well as the improvements that will be made in the E-ARK project. Also, another great advantage of being open source is the fact that these improvements are freely and immediately available.

But some planning and design is needed to ease the effort needed to merge and publish the outputs of research on open source products. Research outputs are many times not production ready, are domain specific, and can have an impact on the platform that break existing functionality. Easy extensibility of the open source application, using e.g. plug-ins, is an important characteristic to enable a fast inclusion of new research outputs into main versions, especially if the features are domain-specific. Also, the use of APIs for integration, that use of standards, are flexible and are designed for least impact on the data model, can be of paramount importance to enable publishing of the features to the end user.

If impact of the platform is unavoidable, identifying the risk in early stages, accepting it exists, and aligning the roadmap of the open source project with the research objectives is important. In these cases, ensuring the developments follow the community interests and keeping a close connection with the community is needed to ensure developments fit the community real world cases.

In software development, open source and even more so in research, change is inevitable and even necessary, but planning, design and communication are very important to keep
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